The Light Millennium invites YOU to present YOUR ideas, work, action plan, and visions towards the United Nations’ Sustainable HUMAN Development Goals in order to make them visible and available globally as well as seeking your collaboration and partnerships to it!

Towards the UN’s Sustainable HUMAN Development Goals BEYOND 2015:

WHAT IS MY ACTION PLAN?

Have you ever asked yourself this question?

This project offers a unique mechanism through multi-facet web and physical platforms to promote your do-able/action-based ideas, from and to every corner of the world. Connect, create, share an opportunity. Develop implementable ideas/projects/plans towards solutions for a specific defined problem or chronic human developmental issues. Improve the quality of lives in all levels, including environmental and sustainability issues for Post-2015.

This project was launched during the 65th Annual DPI/NGO Conference followed by The Light Millennium’s panel entitled, “A QUEST TO FULFILL HUNGER OF THE BODY AND MIND POST-2015: Is genetically modified food a solution?” in the Trusteeship Council Chamber - United Nations, New York on Aug. 28, 2014.

First stage deadline for Submission: December 13, 2014
For your submission or to join the TASK FORCE, please email: MYACTION@LIGHTMILLENNIUM.ORG

Tentatively, the first stage publishing deadline: Third or Fourth week of January 2015

For the full text of the project, please visit The Light Millennium’s website at: http://www.lightmillennium.org - For your question or inquiry, please e-mail us to: MYACTION@lightmillennium.Org
Twitter #MYACTION2030

OPEN CALL FOR PARTICIPATION AND COLLABORATION

TASK FORCE - Chair: H.E. Ambassador Carlos GARCIA GONZALES - General Director: Bircan UNVER - The Light Millennium (LM) is a non-religious, non-political, not-for-profit (501-c3), non-governmental (NGO), independent public benefit multi-media and culture organization. The LM has become associated with the Department of Public Information of the United Nations effective on December 12, 2005. Formed in 2001, based in Queens, New York. Updated on October 29, 2014.
About the Light Millennium (LM) – http://www.lightmillennium.org:
The Light Millennium (LM) is a non-religious, non-political, not-for-profit (501-c-3), non-governmental (NGO), independent public benefit multi-media and culture organization. The LM has become associated with the Department of Public Information of the United Nations effective (UN/DPI) on December 12, 2005. Formed in 2001, based in Queens, New York. On the Web since August 1999...
The LM was formed based on the first article of the United States Bill of Rights, Freedom of Speech, in conjunction with the United Nations’ Universal Declaration Article #19, on Freedom of Expression. It invites citizens of the world to submit, in an appropriate artistic medium, ideas and experiences that will help foster better understanding between people of different cultures and beliefs. The organization frequently presents ideas from the United Nations on its key issues as well as ideas from the all walks of life. Since LM’s association with the UN/DPI, channels its capacity and potential sources in support of the UN Vision, MDGs and with the same manner Beyond 2015 for the Sustainable “HUMAN” developments on its multiple platforms yet on the voluntary basis.

LM has collaborated with the Department of Public Information during the NY base UN-DPI/NGO conferences including the recent 65th UN DPI/NGO conference, in which it sponsored and presented the panel “A Quest to Fulfill Hunger of the Body and Mind Post-2015: Is genetically modified food a solution?” as well as with other major universities such as CUNY-GC, Baruch, Columbia, NYU, Princeton, Yale, Stevens Institute of Technology, and non-governmental, civil society organizations, as well as with several government agencies and member states of the UN for an event and/or LMTV based collaboration with such government entities as the Turkish Mission, Turkish Consulate General, NY Turkish Culture Office, Swiss Consulate General, the Sri Lankan, El Salvadoran, Kazakhstani, Macedonian missions... Further, LM is a member of the Global Movement for the Culture of Peace(GMCoP) and actively took part in both the 2013 and 2014 UN High Level Forum on the Culture of Peace.

Call for Submissions
For the LM’s Next E-Issue #31


To be among the first published group please send us your works by December 19, 2014. However the submission process will be open and ongoing into the spring. Our projected e-publication for the first group of submissions will be January 27, 2015, the 15th anniversary of the LM’s e-publications.

Content Coordinator: Julie Mardin
Contact: Bircan Unver – Julie Mardin
Email: INFO@lightmillennium.org
For more information:
http://www.lightmillennium.org/fox-and-gmo-food/list.html